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Fragment Shaders
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Figure 10-1 OpenGL ES 2.0 Programmable Pipeline

Fixed Function Fragment Shaders

For readers who are new to the programmable fragment pipeline but have 
worked with a previous version of OpenGL ES (or desktop OpenGL), you are 
probably familiar with the fixed function fragment pipeline. Before diving 
into details of the fragment shader, we think it is worthwhile to briefly 
review the old fixed function fragment pipeline. This will give you an 
understanding of how the old fixed function pipeline maps into fragment 
shaders. It’s a good way to start before moving into more advanced frag-
ment programming techniques.

In OpenGL ES 1.1 (and fixed function desktop OpenGL), you had a very 
limited set of equations that could be used to determine how to combine 
the various inputs to the fragment shader. In the fixed function pipeline, 
you essentially had three inputs you could use: the interpolated vertex 
color, the texture color, and the constant color. The vertex color would typ-
ically hold either a precomputed color or the result of the vertex lighting 
computation. The texture color came from fetching from whichever texture 
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Fixed Function 
Fragment Shaders

‣ GLES 1.1

‣ Three colors to combine -- 
interpolated vertex color, texture 
color, constant color

‣ Limited ways of combining colors

‣ Can be implemented by shaders in 
GLES2



Fragment Shader
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The output of the fragment shader is the fragment color that gets passed on 
to the per-fragment operations portion of the pipeline. The inputs and out-
puts to the fragment shader are illustrated in Figure 10-2.

Figure 10-2 OpenGL ES 2.0 Fragment Shader

Built-In Special Variables

OpenGL ES 2.0 has built-in special variables that are output by the fragment 
shader or are input to the fragment shader. The built-in special variables 
available to the fragment shader are the following: 

• gl_FragColor—gl_FragColor is used to output the fragment color 
from the shader. This color is then passed in to the per-fragment 
operations in the pipeline. If a fragment shader does not write to 
gl_FragColor its value is undefined. Note that it is potentially valid to 
not write to gl_FragColor in the shader. If, for example, you wish to 
render only to depth, you can turn off writes to the color buffer using 
glColorMask. Then it is perfectly valid to skip writing the fragment 
color in the shader.

• gl_FragCoord—gl_FragCoord is a read-only variable that is avail-
able in the fragment shader. This variable holds the window relative 
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Built-In Special 
Variables

‣ gl_FragColor -- output. Not mandatory

‣ gl_FragCoord -- read-only. Window 
coords (w,y,z,1/w). Used to reduce 
shadow map aliasing

‣ gl_FrontFacing -- read-only. boolean

‣ gl_PointCoord -- read-only. Texcoord for 
point sprite. Used for rendering point 
sprites.



Built-In Constants
‣ gl_MaxTextureUnits

• mediump, >= 8

‣ gl_MaxFragmentUniformVectors

• mediump, >= 16 vec4

‣ gl_MaxDrawBuffers

• mediump, >= 1

• Used for MRT (multi-render targets)



Precision Qualifiers
‣ No default precision for fragment shaders

‣ At least mediump supported in fragment 
shaders

‣ Almost all of the same limitations for vert 
shaders apply to frag shaders

• Only difference -- indexing uniforms only 
by constant integral expressions 
(computed expressions supported in vert 
shaders)



Implementing Fixed 
Functions

‣ Multitexturing

‣ Fog

‣ Alpha test

‣ User clip planes



Multitexturing

‣ Examples

•Precomputed radiosity                  
light map (Quake III)

• Specular exponent texture (Gaussian 
specular, smudges)

•Normal mapping
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Figure 10-3 Multitextured Quad

Example 10-1 Multitexture Fragment Shader

precision mediump float;                            
varying vec2 v_texCoord;                            
uniform sampler2D s_baseMap;                        
uniform sampler2D s_lightMap;                       
void main()                                         
{                                                   
   vec4 baseColor;                                   
   vec4 lightColor;                                  
                                                    
   baseColor = texture2D(s_baseMap, v_texCoord);   
   lightColor = texture2D(s_lightMap, v_texCoord); 
   gl_FragColor = baseColor * (lightColor + 0.25);   
}                                                   

The fragment shader has two samplers, one for each of the textures. The rel-
evant code for setting up the texture units and samplers is next.

// Bind the base map
glActiveTexture(GL_TEXTURE0);
glBindTexture(GL_TEXTURE_2D, userData->baseMapTexId);

// Set the base map sampler to texture unit 0
glUniform1i(userData->baseMapLoc, 0);

http://www.arcsynthesis.org/gltut/Texturing/Tutorial%252014.html
http://www.arcsynthesis.org/gltut/Texturing/Tutorial%252014.html
http://www.arcsynthesis.org/gltut/Texturing/Tutorial%252014.html
http://www.arcsynthesis.org/gltut/Texturing/Tutorial%252014.html
http://www.arcsynthesis.org/gltut/Texturing/Tut14%2520Texture%2520Mapping.html
http://www.arcsynthesis.org/gltut/Texturing/Tut14%2520Texture%2520Mapping.html
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Normal_mapping
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Normal_mapping


Fog
‣ To

• reduce draw distant objects

• remove “popping” of geometry

‣ Various effects possible
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Figure 10-4 Linear Fog on Terrain in RenderMonkey

The code for the vertex shader that computes the distance to the eye is pro-
vided in Example 10-2.

Example 10-2 Vertex Shader for Computing Distance to Eye

uniform mat4 matViewProjection;
uniform mat4 matView;
uniform vec4 u_eyePos;

attribute vec4 rm_Vertex;
attribute vec2 rm_TexCoord0;

varying vec2 v_texCoord;
varying float v_eyeDist;

void main(void)
{
    // Transform vertex to view-space
    vec4 vViewPos = matView * rm_Vertex;
    
    // Compute the distance to eye
    v_eyeDist = sqrt((vViewPos.x - u_eyePos.x) *
                     (vViewPos.x - u_eyePos.x) +
                     (vViewPos.y - u_eyePos.y) *
                     (vViewPos.y - u_eyePos.y) +



Alpha Test

‣ To render fully transparent color by 
discarding such fragments

(image courtesy of Make Bailey)



User Clip Planes
‣ Discards those fragments behind the user 

clip plane

‣ The plane equation must be in the same 
coordinate space

(image courtesy of MantleVis)


